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ABSTRACT 

Database applications which mode! aspects of the real world 
should be able to express as accurately as possible the different 
nuances of reality; that includes the need to evolve intemally in 
response to signais of updates coming from the environment. 
These updates are not always supplied in an ideal and complete 
manner and are not always predefined or precisely defined. In 
practice, requirements for evolution generally occur during the 
manipulation of objects while running the database. lt is 
frequently necessary to change individual objects, Jess frequently 
the database schema. Database systems need to have mechanisms 
capable, whenever and as well as possible, of assimilating this 
new information correctly and diagnosing and implementing the 
changes necessary. 

This paper concems the evolution of objects inside databases. Our 
two main objectives are: 

- to allow objects to evolve their structures dynamically during
database maintenance and use, with ail necessary impacts on
the database schema;

- to al!ow, similarly, the creation and display of different plans
for evolving the design, like ways of scherna evolution, giving
in this way a simulation tool for database design and
maintenance.

So, we propose a Genetie Evolution Object Mode! developed to 
have inherent capabilities for auto-adaptation between classes and 
instances. 

Keywords 

design evolution - object-PTYPE - class-GTYPE 
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, database systems and applications are increasing in 
robustness but also in complexity, bringing them up against 
crucial problems of evolution, adaptation and maintenance. 
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With its concepts of inheritance, compos1t1on, abstraction, 
polymorphism ... , Object Orientation is often seen as a solution 
allowing the extension and adaptation of database systems by 
reuse of as much as possible of existing specifications. OODB 
methods contribute to the development of applications that 
facilitate modification by design and implementation but these 
still encounter evolutionary and auto-adaptation problems - even 
for existing specifications. Class based-languages force objects to 
conform to predefined class specifications, but, in the context of 
database specification and evolution, conforrnity often becomes 
constraint, exhibiting shortcomings in flexibility and power. In 
addition, most evolutionary strategies incorporate only the 
concept of evolution, not analysis and design of the evolutionary 
process. 

The aim that we set ourselves is an evolutionary mode! able to 
handle both unforeseen and inaccurately anticipated needs. This 
will allow an object to evolve autonomously using intemal and 
extemal information and to permit the creation of new 
abstractions. With this in mind, we propose to extend instance 
evolution from simple value modifications to structural 
modifications (addition and deletion of attributes). We will study 
for this the evolutionary processes, which allow objects to adapt 
by themselves when change takes place. 

1.1 Object Evolution Vs Artificial Evolution 
Operations of addition, deletion or modification of data or 
functionalities in an OODB or application lead automatically to 
evolution. Thus, changes in a class hierarchy or class definition 
must be propagated to instances and subclasses involved. Many 
strategies have been developed to manage impacts. We have 
studied the most important ones in three categories[17]: class 

evolution ([3], (11], [l], (13], (10], (7], (18], [2] ... ); impacts of 
class evolution on instances ((l], [9], [15], [4] ... ) and instance 

evolution ((10], (14]. .. ). 

The main conclusion of this comparative study is that the 
principal gap in existing evolutionary models is their incapacity to 
cope with unidentified or poorly defined needs and incomplete 
data. Moreover, instance evolution is always limited by class 
hierarchy - a rigid and unnatural aspect of their evolution. 

1.2 Artificial Evolution 
We have brought together under the title of Artificial Evolution 
al! research work concemed with the definition and 
implementation of evolutionary and adaptive artificial systems. 
Artificial Life and Genetie Algorithms fall under this head [8] and 
constitute a basis for this study: 



1. Artificial Life: its principal objective is simulation
and synthesis of biological phenomena (5]. It
attempt to generalize the principles underlying
biological phenomena and to recreate them. lt
borrowed the concepts of GTYPE (genetic
information of a system) and PTYPE 

(representative individuals of a system) 
respectively from the genotype and the phenotype 
of biology. GTYPE and PTYPE are interacting 
together unceasingly, enriching themselves through 
the processes of development (of GTYPE to create 
new individuals) and emergence (of new 
individuals properties to be inserted into GTYPE). 

2. Genetie Algorithrns: are particularly adapted to
searching for better solutions to a given problem,
iteratively, evolving "blindly" by reproducing and
then perpetuating best genes through new
individuals [6]. Genetie mechanisms are used:
random selection of adapted individuals (implies a
quantitative measurement of this adaptation);
crossing-over of their genetic code in order to
recover best genes; mutation to mutate a gene
favorably.

1.3 Object Evolution and Artificial Evolution 

Taking into account the role of classes and instances in the 
makeup of a real or artificial system, we liken class to genotype 
and instance to phenotype. We propose to present the general 
evolution of an abject model as a retroactive and iterative loop 
(Figure 1). For our part, we consider that object evolution 
presents an insufficiency in the evolutionary process - namely in 
the emergence of new properties from instance evolution. 

Class Level: 

direct instance creation and evolution. 

Class 

(Gtm 

Instance 

(Ptyp� 

Instance Level: 

structures and behaviors emerge 

Figure 1: Object evolution processes under Artificial Evolution 
viewpoint. 

2. A GENETIC EVOLUTION OBJECT
MODEL
We propose to adapt artificial evolution concepts to those of 
object evolution through the GENOME model[17]. In order to 

illustrate the concepts and evolutionary processes, we use the 
example of Figure 2: 

RESEARCH-STUDENT 

Year 

Nbr-Publications 

Tutor 

UNIVERSITY-MEMBER 

Num-ldentification 

Name 
t 

Jnheri.tance 

Unk 

Figure 2: Members of a university described at the class level. 

2.1 Concepts 

2.1.1 Basic concepts: population, Instance-PTYPE 
and Class-GTYPE 
- Population and Genetie patrimony: a group of classes

representing various abstractions of one and the same entity
forms a population (like the population of members of a
university). Ail the attributes constitute its Genetie Patrimony.

- lnstance-PTYPE: instances are the phenotype and represent
entities called upon to evolve.

- Class-GTYPE: classes define instances features, their genetic
code.

2.1.2 Advanced concepts: Fundamental, lnherited 
and Specific Genotypes 
In a class, not every gene plays the same role or has the same 
prevalence. We consider that any class is entirely specified 
through three types of genotypes: 

- Fundamental Genotype or FG: any object presents
fondamental features, represented by particular genes
representing the minimal semantics inherent to ail classes of a
same population.

- lnherited Genotype or !G: properties inherited by a class from
ils super-class constitute the lnherited Genotype.

- Specific Genotype or SC: it consists of properties locally
defined within a class, specific to it.

Inherited genotype and specific genotype are issued from the 
environment and the context specificities where the "species" lives 
whereas fondamental genotype corresponds to the transmission of 
characteristics specific to the whole species. 
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Figure 3: Classes and instances model in GENOME.

2.1.3 Concept of scheme 
The concept of scheme is borrowed from genetic algorithms. lt is 
an entity having the same genetic structure as the represented 
population. Each feature is represented by 0, 1 or#: 0 for absence 
of the gene, 1 for its presence and # for its indifference. The 
scheme is a simple and powerful means to mode! groups of 
individuals. We consider two kinds of schemes: 

- Permanent scheme: with each specified class is associated a
permanent scheme. lt also contains three parts: fundamental,
inherited and specific genotypes parts.

Temporary scheme: it is a selection unit of one or a group of
entities (instances or classes). lt is especially useful during an
instance evolutionary process and is used like a filter allowing
selection of adapted entities.

2.2 Evolutionary processes 
An evolutionary process is triggered when a change, envisaged or 
not, appears in the mode!. The process must be able to detect this 
change, find the entity implicated in the evolution and reflect this 
change adequately. Let us recall here that we place ourselves 
within the framework of the instance evolutionary process: 

2.2.1 Phases 
We consider that an instance's evolutionary process is carried out 
in three phases: an extraction phase. an exploration phase, and 
finally an exploitation phase: 

Extraction Phase: it consists of the detection of an instance 
evolution and the extraction of the object' s genetic code within 
a temporary scheme. 

Exploration phase : it explores ail the model' s classes to locate 
adapted, even partially, classes. In order to avoid fruitless 
searches, this exploration follows precise steps: first it selects 

the set of populations concerned, then it carries out the search 
in that set. 

Exploitation phase: it manage the various impacts by way of 
development or emergence: 

• Development process: represents the impact of class
evolution on instances.

• Emergence processes: concern any emergence of new
conceptual information, by way of impacts on classes.
There are two possible outcomes:

Local emergence: relating to the emergence of new 
information within existing class(es). The genetic code of 
the object has mutated and this can force mutation 1 in its 
class or a semantically close relation. 

Global emergence: related to the emergence of a new 
conceptual (class) entity either by direct projection from 
the object doing the evolving or by crossing-over existing 
entities. 

2.2.2 Genetie abject operators 
lt is necessary to define basic operators to han<lle instances and 
classes. The two most important are those of selection and 
crossing-over: 

Selection: is defined to deterrnine, after structural evolution of 
an instance, which class holds part or ail of its specification. 

Crossing-over: works on two entities via their genetic code 
(scheme) to allow them to interchange their genes in order to 
define a new group of genes. Crossing-over works indifferently 

We consider a mutation as every appearance of a new 
information inside a mode!, and that will provoke changes in the 
genetic patrimony. 



on classes and instances. lt constitutes the core of the 
emergence process. 

Adaptation value Av: allows calculation of the semantic 
distance between the evolved object and semantically close 
classes, thanks to a function having as input parameters two 
schemes of the same length. The first represents the entity 
having evolved and the second rcpresents a closely related 
class. Denoting the evolved object's scheme by Sdlobj and the 
close class's scheme by Sch

param, the adaptive function is 
defined, using the operator A (and_logic), as: 

A V (Sch
p
aranJ = L (i = 1 ➔ n) { Sch.,bj[ i] A Sch

param[i] } / n

Where n is number of genes specified in the evolved abject; i is 
the variable index from l to n, defining, at each stage, the position 
of two respective genes of the analyzed schemes. Two schemes 
are initially compared in their FG. The other genes are then 
compared. 

In the following section, we present the architecture of GENOME as 
well as the operation of its evolution processes: 

2.3 Operation of the model 
Extraction, exploration and exploitation phases follow one 
another. Each phase is unrolled on an example. 

2.3.1 Extraction Phase 
lt extracts the scheme of the evolved instances. New introduced 
attributes, which are reified, are created with a transitory status 
(their value is preceded in by a ~ ). Then all the attribute 
references are joined together to create the temporary scheme. 

Example: the three instances of Research-Student 
(example in Figure 3): 

1 Genetie Patrimony 1 Instances of Research-Student 

Or 02 03 

Identification-Num #3 #8 #4
FG Name Nl N2 N3

Surname Pl PZ P3
Research-theme Automatic Mathematics Computing

Year 1st Year 2nd Year 3rd Year
Nbr-Publications I 4 

Tutor Dupont Durant Dupond
!{( ,, �1r,·h-Ft:arn 

R.(' H',ln·h .. /'n�f<,n 
Spt·cia!ry 

:·H1;ifu/i-f 

These instances will evolve to become (,\nrihuk is a deleted 
attri bute): 

1 Genetie Patrimony 11 01 

ldentijication-Num #3 #8 #4 
FG Name Nl N2 N3 

Surname Pl P2 P3 

Research-theme Automatics \-1nth\.'Htüi1..::.. Objet 
Year .f'"' . .y,t,,f ?!ti.l·.\\ .. ,tt• )"!. Yt..·\H 

Nbr-Publications 1 ,1 
Tutor l)�/if)RI flu-r,tnt j..),Jfl<•ll(; 

Research-Team Vision Object 

Research-Project 

Specialty 

Modules Segmentation 
New Attributes 

Rank Professor 
Position Engineer 

Responsibility Supervisor 

The new attributes Rank, Position and Responsibility take 
transitory status and temporary schemes (TS) are: 

L TSO1a::[ll 1I000IO0noo1 

2. TS02=[ 11 1000000000-10]

3. TSO3=[1 l l 1000100000-1].

2.3.2 Exploration phase 
It is carried out within the selected population. Note that the new
attributes (marked transitory) are not concerned in the selection 
since they are not in the possession of any class. 

- 01's Temporary Scheme: An Av. is calculated for each class:

Entity Scheme (IG and SG) Av. 
Objet 0, 1 0 0 0 1 0 

University-member 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Researcher 1 0 0 0 0 0 

Research-Student 1 # 1 0 0
Senior-Researcher 0 0 0 1 # 

Teacher 0 0 0 0 0 

With: 1 IG, and : □ SG

0 1 
0 0 0/3
0 0 1/3
Oj 0 1/3
o!o 2/3 

�1 il 1/3

University-mernber (Av=0), Researcher and 
Research-Student are ignored, because they are in the same 
branch as Senior-Researcher which has the best Av. In 
contrast, Senior-Researcher and Teacher are partially 
adapted, and are thus selected. 

- Oi's Temporary Scheme: Calculation of each class's Av.:

Entity Av. 
Objet Oz 

University-member 0 0 0 0 0 

Researcher 1 0 0 0 0
Research-Student 1 # 0 0

Senior-Researcher 0 0
Teacher 0 0

No class is adapted. They are ail ignored. Only the 
Uni vers i ty-mernber class remains because it has the same 
FG as the abject. 

- 0/s Temporary Scheme: Calculation of each class' s Av.:



Entity Scheme (IG and SG) Av. 

ObjetÜ3 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
University-member 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Researcher 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 112 

Research-Student D I # I 0 0 0 0 1/2 
Senior-Researcher D 0 0 0 1 # 0 0 I 

Teacher 0 o!o 0 010 1 1 0
! --

The Senior-Researcher class is completely adapted: it can 
contain the object in its new state, if it takes into account the new 
attribute. 

2.3.3 Exploitation Phase 

2.3.3.1 Local Emergence processes 
O/s Temporary Scheme: an ex1stmg class, 
Senior-Researcher, holds the genes of the abject 03 after an 
evolution step, which introduces the new attribute of 
Responsibility. This will have: to be inserted into the 
Senior-Researcher class by local emergence; to enrich the 
genetic patrimony and to !ose its transitory status. 

2.3.3.2 Global Emergence processes 
The emergent abstraction can be defined by crossing-over or 
directly: 

1. Crossing-over:

The permanent schemes of the selected classes constitute the 
starting population for the crossing-over, and fixe its length. The 
new schemes will replace their parents. 

Two schemes are randomly selected to be crossed. The choice of 
crossing-over point is significant. lt is based on the uniform 
crossing-overofthe genetic algorithm [16]. lt amounts to granting 
a weight relating to each parent for the transmission of genes to 
one of the children. This weight is calculated according to the Av. 
of each scheme (see exarnple). After this, a random number is 
generated, then compared with the weight. If it is lower, the 
scheme 1 gene is transmitted to child 1 and the scheme 2 gene is 
transmitted to child 2. This operation of random bonding is 
repeated until al! the genes have been reviewed. 

We add to that a significant constraint which enables us to ensure 
coherence for the crossing-over operation: a pennanent scheme 
presents at most two significant blacks (without considering the 
FG): 1G and SG. which must be respected and transmitted. We 
thus impose a constraint of blocks of genes. 

- O1's Temporary Scheme: Senior-Researcher and
Teacher schemes are selected:

- The first iteration:

01 0 0 0 I 0 0 

Random bonds 0.5 0.63 0.24 0.58 0.95 0.15 0.48 Av. 
Senior-Researcher 0 0 0 1 # 0 0 0.65 

Teacher 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0.35 

Child Schemel 0 0 0 ! t 0 0 2/3 

Child Scheme2 0 0 0 0 # l l 1/3 

Since the Child Scheme I (or 2) has more chance to inherit genes 
of the parent 1 (or 2), each child scheme inherits the black 
constraints of its predominant parent. 

- Second iteration:

01 0 0 0 0 0 

Random bonds J0.65 0.58 0.23 0.47 0.95 0.28 0.64 0.75 Av. 
Clùld Scheme 1 0 0 0 ! t 0 0 0.65 

Cbild Scheme2 0 0 0 0 # ! l 0.35 

Child Scheme3 0 0 0 ! t 0 1 l 
Cbild Scheme4 0 0 0 0 # ! ! 1/3 

Child Scheme3 could be the parent scheme of 01 : it is the 
emergent scheme. 

- O2's Ternporary Scheme: the scheme belongs to the
population but cannot be deduced from any existing class. So
it represents a new abstraction.

2. Global Emergence processes:

It can provoke the emergence of a simple class or of a collection 
of related classes. Necessary attributes (existing and new) are 
specified within the new abstraction. The methods, which cal! 
upon these attributes, are integrated and proposed to the user for 
validation. The user will validate and complete the specifications 
of the abstraction. O1 's Temporary Scheme is thus a simple 
emergent abject. 

Now, the question is where this new abstraction must be inserted? 
There are two possibilities: 

l. Within the hierarchy branch of Researcher, as a
sub-class of Senior-Researcher, with a
mutation on the Module gene defined by
Teacher.

2. Within the hierarchy branch of Teacher, as a
sub-class, by integrating together, by means of a
mutation, Research-Theme, Research-Team and
Research-Project.

The most judicious choice can be easily deduced from the Av. 

- Üz's Temporary Scheme: The object 02 defines a new
abstraction, that of Engineer, which is created and attached
to the root University-rnember population.

2.3.3.3 lntegration of the emergent entity and notion 
of semantic distance 
The insertion of a new abstraction must reflect the influence of its 
parents but also the semantics carried by the emergent entity. lt is 
logical that an abstraction, which takes the greater part of its genes 
from another abstraction, has to be in the same hierarchy as this 
last. In order to infer such information, we have recourse to the 
Avs already calculated during the exploration phase. The parent 
having the strongest Av. will influence the final scheme the most. 
Ali the more so if the emergent scheme contains the 1G of the 
parent scheme. Likewise, in a global emergence, the emergent 
abstraction will be attached to its branch. But in the case of A vs 
are around 50% (±10%), multiple inheritance is the solution. 
When the IG of each of the parent schemes is found in the 
emergent scheme is also another criterion. 



That's why the corresponding emergent abstraction of the object 
0 1 , in the example, will be attached to Senior-Researcher, 
and this for two main reasons: 

l. the emergent scheme presents the same black of IG
as Senior-Researcher.

2. the emergent scheme is doser to Senior
Researcher than to other classes. This
proximity is evaluated by comparison of the two
schemes, using the adaptive fonction. The obtained
value is the semantic distance between the two
schemes:

, 

Child ·Scheme3· ·. 0 0 0 l g 0 
Semantic 

distance 

seni6r-R,ese,p.+olli:? 0 0 0 # 0 0 3/4 

Teàcher 0 0 0 0 0 1/4 

Once the emergent abstraction is inserted, the object 01 is 
attached to it and an evolution link is created from its initial class 
to its new class: the mode[ has leamed a new behavior and a 
possible direction of evolution. Having concluded these evolution 
processes, the mode! becomes: 

',, 
',, 

.... Evolution link 

......... 

',, 
', 

,,, -:�\--!!l;;;;;,;;;;;������..I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

, 

Figure 4: The example mode! after evolution in GENOME. 

2.4 Synoptic chart of the model 
To describe the principal concepts of GENOME, we borrow UML 
formalism. Concepts of class, inheritance, composition and 

associations will be used, as well as the concepts of roles and 
multiplicity. 



GenelicPatrimony 
1--• : Lisl ofattributes 

�
check 

Hie,a rr:h y�.constitute population 
1 St.p;!r-Classe 

1 .. • 

,issub-class CJai&-GTYPE 
Name: String 

is i associaü on 
wilh 

1 .. 

Method SG n-ethod 
Name : String 1 .. • 
Signature 

Scheme 
1 Value : : = {O, 1, #) 

has for perrranent scherre 

Attribute 
Name:String 
Type 
Status = transitory/ no 

Figure 5: Structure ofGENOME's mode! using UML formalism. 

3. CONCLUSION
The proposed and studied evolution processes are based on 
models organized around the inheritance link. We aim to extend 
GENOME to manage also complex objects. We have to study the 
emergence processes according to other structural links: 
composition and association links, implying like this, several 
populations. 

Another future extension of the mode! is the evaluation of the 
quality of the emergence. In fact, many ways of evolution can be 
proposed and a choice must be done among them. We want to 
develop semantical metrics of emergence to make the best choice 
among several emergent abstractions. 

It seems to us that this new way of considering abject evolution is 
promising for analysis and design, and can provide new tools of 
design and simulation of complex systems. 
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